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This pocket guide carries a description and clear colour photograph of
each flower, along with its name in English, French, German, Italian and
Latin. The 230 flowers featured are grouped by colour to aid quick
identification. With notes on curious historical facts and the origin of some
plant names, this is a perfect companion on Alpine walks for anyone
interested in the unique plant life of the Alps.
It happens to all visitors to the Alps – walkers, climbers and tourists alike.
Out of the corner of your eye you spot a curious flower. Taking a mental
snapshot of the image, you store it away and think 'must look that up when
I get back'.
This easy to use guide is small, relevant and easy to carry.
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Small, relevant and easy to carry
Covers 230 of the most commonly found Alpine species
Organised around five main colour-coded categories
Flower names given in English, Latin, German, French and Italian
With notes on curious historical facts and origins of names
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After a degree in Anthropology and working in adult education, Gillian
Price travelled through Asia and trekked the Himalaya. Eventually settling
in Venice, she now works as a freelance travel writer. Gillian is steadily
exploring all the mountain ranges and flatter parts of Italy, and has
produced a series of outstanding guides for Cicerone. She is an active
member of the Italian Alpine Club CAI and Mountain Wilderness.
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